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Complete the simile in each sentence, by choosing an appropriate word or 

group of words from the box.

3) Life is like ; there are both good and bad chapters.

6) Eric slept like last night.

4) I know this street like .

5) With Aladdin around, the genie was as obedient as .

Little Abigail looks like today.7)

8) Mr. Mark's voice is as loud as .

The !eece of my lamb is as white as .9)

Chris fought the battle like .10)

1) Words are like ; they !y and sing.

Example: The baby's skin was as smooth as silk .

2) My dad is strong like .

snow

a foghorn

birds

a baby

a tiger

a puppet

a princess

a book

the back of my hand

an ox
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Answer key
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Name :

Complete the simile in each sentence, by choosing an appropriate word or 

group of words from the box.

3) Life is like ; there are both good and bad chapters.a book

6) Eric slept like last night.a baby

4) I know this street like .the back of my hand

5) With Aladdin around, the genie was as obedient as .a puppet

Little Abigail looks like today.a princess7)

8) Mr. Mark's voice is as loud as .a foghorn

The !eece of my lamb is as white as .snow9)

Chris fought the battle like .a tiger10)

1) Words are like ; they !y and sing.birds

Example: The baby's skin was as smooth as silk .

2) My dad is strong like an ox .

snow

a foghorn

birds

a baby

a tiger

a puppet

a princess

a book

the back of my hand

an ox

Complete the Similes
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